FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
The continuation of the Bonapartist system under Napoleon II.
was vetoed by Wellington in their name; and a widely sup-
ported suggestion that the throne be offered to the Orleans
family was similarly negatived, though not without much
hesitation on the part of the Tsar, and even of Metternich.
Even then a little delay on the part of Louis XVIIL might
have jeopardized his return, but for once in his life he showed
determination, and was actually on French soil when the Allies
were still discussing. This settled it: to keep him out of his
former kingdom was one thing, to drive him out of it was
another. On 8th July 1815 Louis XVIII. re-entered his good
capital, and France experienced one of the most unexpected
and curious " as you weres " in history.
The political situation was apparently straightforward enough.
The old Monarchy had been restored and the principle of
legitimacy definitely vindicated against any claims of u popular
sovereignty " to change the form of government. On the other
hand, presumably realizing that the days of absolutism were
gone, Louis XVIII. had heralded his return by the issuing of
a Charter1 containing all the essentials of a constitution that
would place France no longer among the autocracies of Europe
but among the enlightened constitutional progressive states.
All except a handful of irreconcilable Republicans should there-
fore be satisfied: believers in Royal power and partisans of
constitutionalism and freedom.
It need hardly be said that this optimistic simplicity was far
removed from reality and that the situation was about as com-
plex and difficult as any that ever vexed the genius of statesman-
ship. Assuming as we may that Louis XVIII. had on his side
1 The Charter, issued in June 1814, set up a Parliament of two houses,
one of peers, appointed by the King hereditarily, or for life, the other of
deputies, elected by men over thirty years of age, paying not less than three
hundred francs yearly in taxation, from candidates not less than forty years
of age, paying not less than one thousand francs a year in taxation. Religious
liberty and the independence of the judiciary were proclaimed, together
with the responsibility of ministers, who were to be appointed by the King
but were impeachable by a Parliament, which in his turn the King could
always dissolve. The whole problem of ministerial responsibility was really
left undefined.

